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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, there is a growing emphasis on Inter-basin water transfer projects as costly activities with ambiguous effects
on environment, society and economy. Since the concept of climate change was in its embryonic phase before 1990’s,
the majority of these projects planned before that period have not considered the effect of long term variation of water
resources. In all of these numerous operational and under-construction projects, an intelligent selection of the best water
transmission protocol, can help the governments to optimize their expenditures on these projects ,and also can help water resources managers to face climate change effects wisely. In this paper as a case study, Dez to Qomrood inter-basin
water transfer project is considered to evaluate the efficiency of three different protocols in long term. The effect of
climate change has been forecasted via a wide range of GCMs (Global Circulation Model) in order to calculate the
change of flow in the basin’s area with different climate scenarios. After these calculation, a water allocation model has
been used to evaluate which of these three water transmission protocols (Proportional Allocation (PA), Fix Upstream
allocation (FU), and Fix Downstream allocation (FD)) is the most efficient logic switch economically in a framework
including both upstream and downstream stakeholders. As the final result, it can be inferred that Fix Downstream allocation (FD) protocol can supply more population especially with urban water for a fix expense and also is the most
adapted protocol with future global change, at least in the first round of sustainability assessment.
Keywords: Water Transfer; Economic Efficiency; Climate Change; Water Transmission Protocols

1. Climate Change and Long Term Variation
of Rivers Flow: A Forbidden Factor
Owing to the rising tide of world population and living
standards, we can claim that actually a regime of water
shortage has been established in all around the world. It’s
obvious that this regime is more severe in some areas.
Nowadays, the growing water demand has resulted in
evaluation of even costly solutions and applying them.
As an example, Water resources Managers attempt to
provide water in developing areas with water transmission from a rich basin to a poor one. However, the vague
aspect of these projects is the question that “Do the current transmission patterns optimize water allocations in
long term and consider all stakeholders’ benefits living in
both up and downstream of a water transfer project? Are
these protocols thoroughly reliable to face long term effects of Climate Change?” To answer these questions we
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

should consider these two issues:
1) Long effects of Climate changes on water resources.
2) Water transmission protocols and their performances.
Climate prediction, as a new science, faces some difficulties caused by uncertainties of the natural system.
For decades, predictions are done based on greenhouse
gases estimation. It goes without saying that greenhouse
emission is a complicated socio-economic issue with
many ambiguous effective factors on the emission rate.
On the other hand, the results of different GCMs are
considerably not the same for a specific area. Due to
these reasons, if a research is supposed to be helpful in
water resource management, a range of climate scenarios
and GCMs should be constructed to capture a desirable
part of the uncertainty space. Many researchers have
done immense researches by using multi model projection such as Van Oldenborgh et al., Chikamoto et al.,
JWARP
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Kunstmann et al., Serrat-Capdevila et al., Andersson et
al., and etc. [1-5].
From another point of view, an overwhelming majority
of water allocation agreements are established based on
long term average flow. This is in a case that political
issues cast a shadow over these agreements while technical aspects of water engineering are on the margins of
them. Moreover it’s important to know that many of water transfer projects had been planned before the announcement of the Climate change Concept. In the twentieth century, 145 international agreements on water use
in trans-boundary Rivers were signed; and almost 50% of
these agreements cover water allocation issues [6]. Although variability is an important characteristic of river
flow, (even with or without considering climate change
effect), an overwhelming majority of these water allocation agreements do not take into account the hydrologic
variability of the river flow [7]. It’s obvious that these
agreements never discuss sustainable development, system optimization, justice, and environmental demand. In
this research we are going to present a systematic approach which can help water resources management to
select an optimum allocation with a superior performance
in the face of climate change.

2. Probability Space and GCM-Scenario
Combinations
As it was mentioned in the previous chapter, final result
of a rough climate prediction is completely depended on
the GCM and the climate scenario which are used, and
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these results are not the same for different GCM-scenario
combinations. Applying several GCMs is a common accepted method in hydro-climatic researches; for example
this method was used by Serrat-Capdevila et al. to model
climate change impacts on the riparian system hydrology
of San Pedro Basin (Arizona/Sonora) [4]. Furthermore
Andersson et al. modeled Impacts of climate change on
Okavango River (shared by Angola, Namibia and Botswana) by applying these methods [5]. Generating scenarios for exploring a probability space is an old tradition
in decision-making in water and energy context [8-11].
In this research we use different climate scenarios to find
the effects of Climate change in Dez and Ghomrood
(Qomrood) basins. As each Global Circulation Model
(GCM) has its individual results for a particular Green
House Emission scenario (GHE), we’ve decided to cover
the majority of valid GCMs and GHEs by using nineteen
GCMs and four GHEs, This idea results in development
of a comprehensive space of probable climate condition.
The geographic position of Dez and Ghomrood (Qomrood) basins in Iran is illustrated in Figure 1. Dez basin
is located in the western Zagros massif by high precipitation and significant seasonal rainfall; on the other hand,
Ghomrood (Qomrood) basin is located in the central arid
region. An under construction transmission link will collect water from five local branches in higher altitude and
will transfer flow to Ghomrood river where two reservoir
(Kuchrey and Golpaygan dams) regulate and dispense
the flow. A diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2.
MAGICC-SCENGEN (Model for Assessment of Green-

Figure 1. General geographic location, cells, and microcells which are generated in Dez and Qomrood basins by MAGICCSCENGEN.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Figure 2. Schematic scheme and view of allocation model’s interface window of Dez to Qomrood water transmission project,
more information are shown in Table 1.

house-gas Induced Climate Change) and its Nineteen
GCMs have been used to calculate the change of precipitation in global scale. The resolution of MAGICCSCENGEN is a mesh of 2.5 × 2.5 degree cells. Figure 1
shows that how forty eight 2.5 × 2.5 degree cells covers
Iran and environs, while Dez and Qomrood basins are
located in no.19 and no.20 cells. Clearly, the GCMs
cannot resolve the spatial structure of climate at the subbasin scale used in the hydrological model. To down
scaling precipitation changes in local scale we used reverse-distance factors by utilizing results of neighboring
cells given from GCMs in global scale. This method is
applied by Andersson et al. to down scale precipitation
results of GCMs on Okavango River basin [5]. To forecast monthly-scale precipitation, we have used GCMs
results for monthly variation and compared these with
historical monthly distribution to approach a basic
monthly distribution function for each GCM-GHE scenario. Mitchell et al. have employed this method to forecast Europe and the globe climate factors [12]. In order
to make more detailed grid network in the basin area, a
minor mesh involving 0.5 × 0.5 degree microcells was
generated and was utilized for downscaling.
Forecasted precipitation is used to develop runoff
characteristics by utilizing a rainfall-runoff model. In this
research historical data of rainfall and flow have been
applied to develop monthly flow generator via a linier
equilibrium. These generators are used to develop runoff
for stochastic series of rainfall. Such simplified models,
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

linier or non linier, are employed in several researches to
forecast runoff in similar cases. Gardner employed exponential equilibrium to assess annual runoff in catchments with a wide range of climatic conditions [13]. This
method also has been applied by a wide range of researchers like Graham, Chen, Benestad, and Carter [1417]. It’s very clear that many factors like land use, agriculture and irrigation patterns which have effects on basin’s hydrologic conductivity, are variable in long time.
However, in this level of research scope, these uncertainties are inevitable and we neglect their impacts.
Table 3 illustrated final results for all GCM-Scenario
combinations for 2050. In this research, the results of
GCM-GHE scenarios have been classified in five groups
Including Very Optimistic, Optimistic, Moderate, Pessimistic, and Very Pessimistic forecasting. Each group is
weighted by the proportion of its GCM-GHE combinations to the whole probable space (see Table 2). All these
GCMs have been used in IPCC Third Assessment Report
(TAR). One GCM of each family is selected as a demonstrator of the group behavior. As it is shown in the Table
2, GCMs that we used in research are: GFDLCM-2.0,
GISS-EH, UKHAD-GEM, GFDLCM-2.1 and FGOALS1G. Final results are Conformable with Third Assessment Report (TAR) generally. More than 68% of GHEGCM scenarios result a reduction between 6 to 28 percent in rainfall and consequently in the same order for
runoff (see Table 3). TAR assesses reduction between 10
to 40 percent for 2090-2099 duration, relative to 1980
JWARP
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Table 1. Assumptions and boundary conditions applied in Dez to Ghomrood (Qomrood) water transmission model.
Transmission model components and parts

Assumptions and boundary conditions

Urban demand of Qom city

Total urban demand of Qom city is estimated 150 MCM/year. 120 MCM/year will be supported
by transmission link from Dez basin, 20 MCM/year supported by local resources and 16
MCM/year can support by strategic resources.

Industrial demand of Qom city

Industrial demand of Qom city is estimated 20 MCM/year

Urban demand of other cities located in
transmission link

Total urban demand of other cities located in transmission link is estimated 52.25 MCM/year. 20
MCM/year will be supported by transmission link from Dez basin, 20 MCM/year supported by
local resources and 10.25 MCM/year can support by strategic resources.

Kuchrey Dam

Kuchrey Dam’s capacity is 207 MCM. Also assumed that 50% of this capacity had been full in
January of 2000.

Golpaygan Dam

Golpaygan Dam’s efficient capacity assumed 207 MCM. Also assumed that 50% of this capacity
had been full in January of 2000.

Annual inflow of local branches in Dez basin

According to the forty year statistical registration, annual inflow of local branches in Dez basin,
extrapolated 230 CMC/year by average rate of 7.29 CM/second. Annual and Monthly oscillations have been applied in modeling.

Annual inflow of Anvaj river

According to the forty year statistical registration, annual inflow of Anvaj branch in Dez basin
just upstream of deviation dam, extrapolated 19.8 MC/year. Annual and Monthly oscillations
have been applied in modeling.

Annual inflow of Domkamar river

According to the forty year statistical registration, annual inflow of Domkamar branch in Dez
basin just upstream of deviation dam, extrapolated 14.67 CMC/year. Annual and Monthly oscillations have been applied in modeling.

Annual inflow of dare daee river

According to the forty year statistical registration, annual inflow of Dare daee branch in Dez
basin just upstream of deviation dam, extrapolated 46.55 CMC/year. Annual and Monthly oscillations have been applied in modeling.

Annual inflow of dare dozdan river

According to the forty year statistical registration, annual inflow of Dare dozdan branch in Dez
basin just upstream of deviation dam, extrapolated 129.07 CMC/year. Annual and Monthly oscillations have been applied in modeling.

Annual inflow of dare laku river

According to the forty year statistical registration, annual inflow of Dare laku branch in Dez
basin just upstream of deviation dam, extrapolated 98.90 CMC/year. Annual and Monthly oscillations have been applied in modeling.

Transmission capacity of master link between
Dez and Qomrood basins

Maximum transfer capacity of master link is 23 CM/second

Annual incoming

According to the forty year statistical registration, annual incoming of Cheshme langan branch in
Dez basin just upstream of junction by main river of Dez, extrapolated 700 CMC/year by average rate of 22.19 CM/second. Annual and Monthly oscillations have been applied in modeling.

of Cheshme langan river

Rudbar Loresatan Dam

Rudbar Loresatan Dam and power planet designed for capacity of 228 MCM and 450 MegaWatt
in normal water years.

Side river demand

Side demand between deviation point and junction by Cheshme langan river in Dez basin is
estimated to be 60 MCM/year.

PA protocol

A 50-50 allocation for up and downstream

FD protocol

Minimum allocation to Downstream = 160 MCM/y

FU protocol

Minimum allocation to Upstream = 160 MCM/y

Total Forecasted expenditures in the first
round

About 1.15 billion USD just for transmission links, storage dam and refinery facilities (USD
equivalency index of 2006)

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Table 2. GCMs families and their definitions in this research.
GCMs family

Family behavior

Involved GCMs

Typify GCM

Very optimistic

Precipitation increases in target cells

CNRM-CM3, CSIRO-30, GFDLCM-2.0

GFDLCM-2.0

Optimistic

Precipitation decreases in target cells
from 0% to 10%

ECHO-G, GISS-EH, INMCM-30, MICRO-HI,
MRI-232A, UKHADCM3, MPI-ECH5

GISS-EH

Moderate

Precipitation decreases in target cells
from 10% to 20%

BCCRBCM2, CCCMA-31, CCSM-30,
UKHADGEM, MICRO-CMED, NCARPCM1

UKHADGEM

Pessimistic

Precipitation decreases in target cells
from 20% to 30%

GFDLCM-2.1

GFDLCM-2.1

Very pessimistic

Precipitation decreases in target cells
more than 30%

FGOALS-1G, IPSL-CM4

FGOALS-1G

Table 3. Results of GCMs for precipitation and derived runoff in basin scale.
GCMs family

Typify GCM

Forecasted change of annual precipitation
(2050)

Calculated change of average runoff in the basin via
rainfall-runoff model (2050)

A1

A2

B1

B2

A1

A2

B1

B2

Avg.

Very optimistic

GFDLCM-2.0

+8.73

+8.96

+7.10

+7.13

+13.10

+13.44

+10.56

+10.70

+11.97

Optimistic

GISS-E

–4.04

–3.57

–4.00

–4.75

–6.06

–5.36

–6.00

–7.13

–6.13

Moderate

UKHADGEM

–15.5

–13.7

–13.2

–14.6

–23.25

–20.67

–19.89

–21.93

–21.43

Pessimistic

GFDLCM-2.1

–25.3

–23.8

–21.4

–23.3

–37.95

–35.70

–32.10

–34.95

–35.17

Very pessimistic

FGOALS-1G

–34.4

–32.4

–30.1

–34.8

–51.60

–48.60

–45.15

–52.60

–49.35

-1999. If this reduction happens in a linier pattern, decrease rate will be something between 5 to 20 percent for
2050 horizon. It can be a great confirmation for general
results given by medium of GCMs. IPCC results are
shown in Figure 3 [18,19].

3. Water Allocation Model and Water
Transmission Protocols
In this paper, Water Evaluation and Planning (WEAP)
have been used as a tool to model the basins. Mathematic
equations were applied for modeling water transmission
protocol as controllable valves in master transmission
links. Table 1 illustrates initial figures and boundary
conditions of the model. The model runs five GCMs
outputs, four different climate scenarios and three transmission protocols. In this research, we analyzed three
common sharing rules which have been described by
Ansink & Ruijs [20]. General form of these Protocols
and their policies are shown below:
Proportional Allocation (PA): upstream users receives
αQt and downstream users receives (1 − α) Qt, with 0 < α <
1;
Fixed Upstream Allocation (FU): upstream users receives min {β, Qt} and downstream users receives Max
{Qt −β, 0}, with 0 < β< E (Qt);
Fixed Downstream Allocation (FD): upstream users
receives max {Qt − γ, 0} and downstream users receives
Min {γ, Qt}, with 0 <γ < E (Qt).
In this definition, upstream is defined as the basin
which can control transferred flow and downstream is the
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 3. Large-scale relative changes in annual runoff for
the period 2090-2099, relative to 1980-1999 [18]. White areas are where less than 66% of the ensemble of 12 models
agreed on the sign of change, and hatched areas are where
more than 90% of models agree on the sign of change.

basin which cannot control it. It is clear that water transmission projects and its policies are strongly related to
socio-economic and politics indicators. This fact obviously can be seen in big and governmental projects,
where politic force is the most important factor to stimulate the project [21]. Thus in such cases, like Dez to
Qomrood water transmission project in Iran, due to government domination, all controls are under power of central government, however, in this research we assume
principle basin (Dez) as upstream and destination basin
(Qomrood) as downstream.

4. Results of Water Allocation Model
Despite the lack of fully reliable climate predictors in the
project scale, an overwhelming majority of decision
makers tend to have tangible results from climate preJWARP
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dictions; one solution to this problem is to offer a series
of weighted predictions developed by various aspect of
climate prediction science. In order to gain clear results,
final result should be interpreted by logical indexes
which contain some sort of sustainability and analogical
figures. Three tangible indexes are defined here to evaluate the efficiency of three water transmission protocols.
The indexes are based on water and energy themes of
CSD Indicators of Sustainable Development of UN with
considering total population who gain benefits from the
project [22]. These indicators are shown in Table 4.
Table 5 shows the final results of PA, FU, and FD
transfer protocols for the three sustainability indexes and
for A1-AIM scenario. In this table, we have considered
the weight of each GCMs family based on climate prediction science to get more clear results. In these predictions we assume a series of Per-Capita indexes which
will be used in next calculations. As it can be inferred
from Table 3, a notable result of GHE-GCM models is
that in this region the final results strongly depend on
GCMs and the effect of climate scenarios is ignorable.
Consequently the results are illustrated just for A1-AIM
climate scenario and results gained from other climate
scenarios are omitted in order to save the reader’s time.
A swift glance on the final results shown on Table 5 indicates that there are significant differences between the
performances of different protocols in each specific sector. All these three allocation protocols (Fix downstream,
Fix upstream, and Proportional allocation) cause similar
figures for hydroelectric section which may happen owing to the location of the power planet supplied by the
other branches from the eastern part of Dez basin. For
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agriculture sector, there is a considerable difference between the result of FU and other protocols, but the most
significant variance is observed for the urban demand.
More than 2,424,000 of people will be supplied by standard per capita fresh water if FD protocol is selected. The
figure shows 2,123,000 for PA protocol and 2,013,000
people for FU. Furthermore, total supplied people by the
system exceed more than 2,875,000 for FD protocol,
considerably more than 2,576,000 and 2,480,000 for PA
and FU respectively. As a common rule, Fix allocation to
the main basin (in this case FU) has the minimum disrupting effects on a hydrologic system in comparison
with the other protocols. In addition, FU protocol contains less social conflicts than other protocols because it
ensures a minimum flow for the main basin in which
stakeholders can’t adapt themselves easily with instance
changes caused by the project. The figures illustrated in
Table 5 are provided by probability diagrams which are
directly produced by water allocation model. As a sample,
Probability diagram for the volume of transferred water
is shown in Figure 4.
By considering a budget about 1.15 billion US$ for the
project, Table 6 illustrates people who will be covered
by different aspects of welfare indexes for each 1000
US$ investment in the project. These figures don’t contain second round of expenditure like social issues and
real cost of environmental damages of construction and
operation. But as a swift glance they provide figures for a
constructed project which is exist willy-nilly.

5. Conclusion
If we just focus on total supported population, FD proto-

Table 4. Comprehensive indexes which have been used in this research, based on “UN: Indicators of sustainable development”
definitions [22]. Per-capita indexes are shown in the last column are taken from different resources.
Them

Sub-Them

Indicator description in UN
guideline 2007

Consumption and
production
patterns

Annual energy
consumption, total and
by main user category

Share of renewable energy sources
in total energy use

Access to energy

Percentage of population using
solid fuels for cooking

Sanitation

Proportion of population using an
improved sanitation facility

Drinking water

Proportion of population using an
improved water source

Poverty

Freshwater

Water quantity

Proportion of total water resources
used

Comprehensive indexes
which have been used in
this research

Per-Capita Index

Total population who are
supplied by
hydro-electricity

2100 Kwh/y (US Energy
information administration,
2010)

Total population who are
supplied by urban water
system

(180 liters/day)

Total population who are
supplied by agricultural
production

1230 CM/y (FAO
AQUASTAT, 2005)

Water use intensity by economic activity

Land

Agriculture

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Table 5. Results of sustainable indicators for FD protocol in face climate change in dez to Qomrood water transmission project,
2000-2050 duration, A1-AIM climate scenario.
Results for 2000-2050 duration (A1-AIM Climate scenario )

Forecast type

Average of hydroelectric
Average of annual urban water
Weight of
supplying (MCM/y)
assessment base energy production (Gwh/y)
on 19
Water Transmission Protocols

Average of annual
agricultural supplying
involving side rural
demand (MCM/y)

Project success
(forecasted water
transfer/projected
figure)

PA

FU

FD

PA

FU

FD

PA

FU

FD

PA

FU

FD

Very optimistic 3

980

980

980

161

159

168

59

59

59

97%

93%

99%

Optimistic

7

880

980

980

160

143

165

57

59

55

96%

84%

98%

Moderate

6

811

852

812

124

126

155

50

56

49

74%

70%

92%

Pessimistic

1

673

703

654

109

99

145

42

53

41

65%

55%

86%

Very pessimistic 2

534

585

515

83

77

130

34

49

31

32%

38%

77%

Weighted average of assessments

864

883

861

138

131

158

52

57

51

Supplied population

411,203 420,677 409,925

2,123,077 2,013,765 2,424,291 42,191 46,085 41,121

80.84% 74.63% 93.42%

Table 6. The population who make a profit of different aspects of welfare for each 1000 USD investment in the water transfer
project.
Allocation
protocol

The population who benefit
of each 1000 US$
investment in the project,
agriculture sector

The population who benefit
of each 1000 US$
investment in the project,
energy sector

The population who benefit
of each 1000 US$
investment in the project,
hygiene sector

Total population who
benefit of each 1000 US$
investment in the project
(2006 USD)

PA

0.036

0.357

1.846

2.24

FU

0.040

0.365

1.751

2.15

FD

0.035

0.356

2.108

2.50

Figure 4. Water transfer probability diagram for Fix Downstream (FD) allocation protocol (time period 2010-2050). As it is
shown in the graph, the project has been designed to transfer a volume of 160 MCM/y. This is the base for related results of
Table 5. Similar diagrams were developed for other sectors.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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col will supply a larger group of people. However, PA
and FU protocols will put a slighter pressure on the
stakeholders who live in the main basin. As a conclusion,
there is a tradeoff between the benefit and difficulties of
each protocol, but if the economic costs of the project are
considered, FD protocol will illustrate its efficiency besides more supplied people. FD protocol will achieve
more than 93% of the project’s aim in duration from
2010 to 2050 whereas Table 5 shows 80.84% and 74.63%
for PA and FU. Current results are rational because FD
protocol focuses on maximum possible water transmission in this case; while FU protocol looks for minimum
water transmission and PA has a moderate behavior. This
research contains the result of the first layer of climate
change impacts and a governmental project with considering its special limits. It’s recommended to Future researches to focus on the second layer of socio-economic
affairs and consider real cost of project as an effective
item. In addition, some social issues like immigration to
constructed areas and effects of new reservoirs, rate of
job cutting, governmental subsides on agriculture and hydropower and other factors should be considered. These
factors are important to develop an unbiased model
which can help water resources managers to have a clear
image of the future, and have a multi-criteria knowledge
about the real cost and benefits of each protocol.
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